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Our phones are full of naughty apps.

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/01/ring-doorbell-app-packed-third-party-trackers


Privacy Lab helps iden�fy mobile
trackers, code that runs inside apps
without your knowledge or consent.



Ac�vity: Blocking Desktop Trackers
Before we go into mobile trackers, let's try some
Digital Self-Defense.

Cookie Auto-Delete - What the name says.

uBlock Origin - Ad blocker

Privacy Badger - Blocks the worst ads and cookies

DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials - Rates site
privacy

While we're at it, let's prep for the upcoming activity:

Exodify - Detects mobile trackers in Google Play

https://github.com/Cookie-AutoDelete/Cookie-AutoDelete
https://github.com/gorhill/uBlock/
https://www.eff.org/privacybadger
https://duckduckgo.com/app
https://github.com/FacettsOpen/exodify


Mo Passwords, Mo Problems

Here are some password strength,
storage, and retention strategies.

Passphrases: Can be a favorite song lyric, movie quote, or

joke. I would also add numbers and special characters: 
Cecil+Harambe4ever

Strength: General guidelines | Diceware method

KeePass (Windows/Linux) or KeePassX (Mac): Organize your

passwords in an encrypted database.

Browser Password Manager: In Firefox | In Chromium
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password_strength#Guidelines_for_strong_passwords
https://theintercept.com/2015/03/26/passphrases-can-memorize-attackers-cant-guess/
http://keepass.info/
https://www.keepassx.org/
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/use-master-password-protect-stored-logins
http://www.ghacks.net/2013/12/04/google-chrome-gets-master-password-protection/


What Are Trackers?
We use the term trackers broadly, to encompass
traditional advertisement surveillance, analytics,
behavioral and location tracking, as well as
developer tools such as crash reporters.

We're talking about trackers bundled for app
developers as So�ware Development Kits (SDKs)
though there are also other ways to track users.



"...extraordinary research from the French nonpro�t
Exodus Privacy and the Yale Privacy Lab in 2017
documented the exponential proliferation of
tracking software... Altogether these apps have been
downloaded billions of times. Two themes stand out
in the research report: ubiquity and intensifica�on."

~ Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism

https://www.shoshanazuboff.com/


We also focus on proximity
and loca�on tracking.

Trackers that use bluetooth and near-
ultrasonic/ultrasonic signals are

some of the worst examples.



What About Apple?
We'll be talking about Android apps in Google Play.

Many of the same companies distributing Google
Play apps also distribute apps via Apple, and tracker
companies openly advertise SDKs compatible with
multiple platforms.

Thus, advertising trackers may be concurrently
packaged for Android and iOS, as well as more
obscure mobile platforms.

https://www.wired.com/story/android-users-to-avoid-malware-ditch-googles-app-store/


We'll show you an easy way to detect
tracker SDKs without needing to

know anything about code, via the
εxodus pla�orm.

https://reports.exodus-privacy.eu.org/


reports.exodus-privacy.eu.org

εxodus scans Android apps in Google Play.

Anyone can scan an app via a slick Web UI

https://reports.exodus-privacy.eu.org/


εxodus Sta�c Analysis





Quick εxodus Stats



Let's Talk About Iowa

https://twitter.com/seanodiggity/status/1225117305581068288


F-Droid Package Scanning

https://www.f-droid.org/en/2020/01/16/tracking-the-

trackers.html

https://www.f-droid.org/en/2020/01/16/tracking-the-trackers.html


Now that we understand sta�c
analysis and tracker SDKs, let's talk

about physical methods that
companies use to track us.



Proximity Targe�ng
Retailers are using bluetooth alongside sonic
(near-ultrasonic/ultrasonic, 18kHz to 22kHz
range) technology to track precise physical
movements via beacons.

The de facto bluetooth beacon standard is Apple
iBeacon, one of the �rst to market.



Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

"...it would broadcast for 11 years using a typical 5.8-
millimeter coin ba�ery."

Source: h�ps://archive.is/2YFQp

https://archive.is/2YFQp


Important Caveats
Beacons use a combination of technologies and
may not require an SDK on a target person's
phone.

Special beacon devices are not required. Sonic
tracking can occur via stadium/arena (Lisnr,
Signal360), retail (Shopkick, Fidzup), TV
(Alphonso, SilverPush, DOV-E) speakers.



Example Sonic Tracking Signals

http://www.cityfreqs.com.au/pilfer.php


Sonic Tracking Signal: Closer Look

Audio Sample, Macy's

Much More Info from Cityfreqs

https://soundcloud.com/city-frequencies/beacon-pitched-time-shifted
http://www.cityfreqs.com.au/pilfer.php


Sonic Tracking Is Not Sci-Fi
Frequency Shift Keying is the primary method.

Some sonic trackers are very basic (Fidzup), others
are complex (Shopkick).

FTC warnings were issued for app devs who were
using SilverPush in 2016.

Many Alphonso apps were pulled in December
2017 after a NYTimes story.

https://www.sec.cs.tu-bs.de/pubs/2016-batmobile.pdf
https://patents.google.com/patent/FR3010821A1/fr
https://soundcloud.com/city-frequencies/beacon-pitched-time-shifted
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2016/03/ftc-issues-warning-letters-app-developers-using-silverpush-code
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/28/business/media/alphonso-app-tracking.html


Sonic Proximity Targe�ng
Beacons are a pervasive adversary to

privacy in our physical world,
showing how vital data surveillance

is for Big Tech companies.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xweq1eF_eP4


PilferShush
Detects & Blocks Sonic Tracking Signals

https://github.com/YalePrivacyLab/PilferShush_prod

Android app by
Cityfreqs.

Two versions.
PilferShush
Jammer is the
friendlier one for
blocking signals.

https://github.com/YalePrivacyLab/PilferShush_prod


iBeacon Detected!



Visualizing Network Data in Real-Time

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIcrsuJcTPo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIcrsuJcTPo










Secure Comms Strategy

Make a plan and stick to it.

The What: Choose a few crypto, sharing, &
publishing tools.

The How: Try these tools, �gure out how they work.

The Where: Find safe places to share secrets, on & of�ine.

The When: Describe scenarios when you will use each tool.

The Why: State clear reasons to use each tool.

The Who: Identify "experts" who can help & teach others.

The Only Constant Is Change! Try new software, keep up on tech news &
potential threats, and re-evaluate over time.


